1. **State approved list of outdoor recreational activities.**

The State has determined that the public may engage in the following listed activities, as long as they are able to **maintain a safe physical distance of six feet from other participants.** The public is reminded that public gatherings with people who are not members of your household are prohibited. (Parks may be closed by your local county or city officials. Check with local officials about park closures in your area.)

- Athletics
- Badminton (singles)
- Throwing a baseball/softball
- BMX biking
- Canoeing (singles)
- Crabbing
- Cycling
- Exploring Rock Pools
- Gardening (not in groups)
- Golfing (singles, with carts)
- Hiking (trails/paths allowing distancing)
- Horse Riding (singles)
- Jogging and running
- Kite Boarding and Kitesurfing
- Meditation
- Outdoor Photography
- Picnics (with your stay-home household members only)
- Quad Biking
- Rock Climbing
- Roller Skating and Roller Blading
- Rowing (singles)
- Scootering (not in groups)
- Skateboarding (not in groups)
- Soft Martial Arts – Tai Chi, Chi Kung (not in groups)
- Table Tennis (singles)
- Throwing a football, kicking a soccer ball (not in groups)
- Trail Running
- Trampolining
- Tree Climbing
- Volleyball (singles)
- Walk the dog
- Wash the car
- Watch the sunrise or sunset
- Yoga
2. **County Approved Outdoor Recreational Activities**

Additionally, the County has determined that the following outdoor activities are also permitted provided that the operators post and enforce the required social distancing protocols.

- Disc Golf
- Tennis (singles)

- Boat Ramps and Launches. All boat ramps and launches, public or private, may be opened for limited use subject to compliance by all facilities and individuals with the restrictions set forth below. Related water-based recreation activities such as tubing and water skiing are also allowed subject to the same restrictions. Boat and equipment rentals are not allowed. All businesses operating boat ramps, launches and related facilities shall prominently post the attached notice, or a substantially similar notice containing the following recommendations:
  
  Only boat with those in your immediate household.
  No beaching your boat right next to someone else.
  Maintain your distance at the fuel dock and concessions.
  No rafting up – keep your distance on the water.

  Boaters are required to abide by all social distancing protocols.

- Hunting Clubs and Practice Ranges. All hunting clubs, shooting ranges, archery ranges and substantially similar facilities, whether public or private, may be opened for limited use as outlined herein upon completion of the “Outdoor Sports Facility Social Distancing Plan” included as Exhibit B hereto. All operators, managers, and participants shall adhere to the restrictions set forth in the completed Social Distancing Plan and any additional restrictions set forth in Section 3, below.

- Fishing. Nothing in the Local Health Order was intended to restrict bank fishing except to the extent it may result in a “gathering” prohibited by that Order. In all other respects, bank fishing is permitted and may continue subject to compliance with social distancing and other restrictions generally applicable to outdoor activities in force throughout the County.

3. **General Restrictions for County Approved Outdoor activities.**

Businesses and individuals operating or conducting activities covered by Section 1 and 2, above, as well as all individuals participating in the activities identified in Sections 1 and 2, above, shall adhere to all applicable restrictions in the Local Health Order, any amendment to those orders, and any subsequent restrictions that may be imposed by state or local
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authorities (including the state or local Health Officers). Consistent with such orders, the following restrictions shall be observed and enforced in connection with activities covered by this Order:

Social distancing must be practiced at all times by participants in the activities covered by this Order, excluding only members of the same household. This includes while in parking areas, clubhouses, and other common use areas.

To the extent necessary to ensure individuals are able to comply with social distancing requirements with reasonable effort, every entity that manages facilities or activities covered by this Order shall adopt and implement the Outdoor Facility Social Distancing Protocols (Exhibit B), take all appropriate measures to reduce crowding by, among other things, restricting the number of entrants and/or closing areas to vehicular access and parking.

No tournaments, fundraisers, or similar gatherings prohibited by the local Shelter in Place Order shall be held by, hosted by, or occur at any facility covered by this Order.
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